
Google Design Sprint – Monday schedule  
 
The plan over Monday  
 
8.20 – Intro and create war room   
 
 
9.15 – 10.55 

❏ Set a long-term goal. Get optimistic. Ask: Why are we doing this project? Where do we 

want to be in six months, a year, or even five years from now? Write the long-term goal on a 

whiteboard. (Read more on page 55 in Sprint.) 

❏ List sprint questions. Get pessimistic. Ask: How could we fail? Turn these fears into 

questions you could answer this week. List them on a whiteboard. (p. 57) 
 

❏ Make a map. List customers and key players on the left. Draw the ending, with your 

completed goal, on the right. Finally, make a flowchart in between showing how customers 

interact with your product. Keep it simple: five to fifteen steps. (p. 65) 

 

10.55-11.25 

❏ Lunch break. Eat together if you can (it’s fun). Remind your team to choose a light lunch to 

maintain energy in the afternoon. There are snacks if you get hungry later. 

 

11.25 – 12.15 

❏ Explain How Might We notes. Distribute whiteboard markers and sticky notes. Reframe 

problems as opportunities. Start with the letters “HMW” on the top left corner. Write one 

idea per sticky note. Make a stack as you go. (p. 73) 
 



 

❏ Organize How Might We notes. Stick all the How Might We notes onto a wall in any order. 

Move similar ideas next to one another. Label themes as they emerge. Don’t perfect it. Stop 

after about ten minutes. (p. 79) 

 

12.30- 14.50 

❏ Vote on How Might We notes. Each person has two votes, can vote on his or her own 

notes, or even the same note twice. Move winners onto your map. (p. 80) 
 
 
❏ Pick a target. Circle your most important customer and one target moment on the map. 
The team can weigh in, but the Decider makes the call. (p. 87) 
 


